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ABSTRACT

Iu this paper we study robust estimation in general models for the dependence of a response

y on an explanatory vector z. We extend previous work on bounded influence estimators in linear

regression. Second we construct optimal bounded influence estimators for generalized linear models.

We consider the class of estimators defined by an estimating equation with a conditionally unbiased

score flwction given the desgin. The resulting estimators are said to be conditionally Fisher

consistent. Ordinary least squares in linear regression has this property as does the Mallows type

bounde.d influence estimator. The Schweppe class does not have a conditionally unbiased score

function if the errors are asymmetric. For generalized linear models, the optimal conditionally

Fisher-consistent estimators are computationally simpler than the unconditional ones proposed by

Stefanski, Carroll and Ruppert (1986) because the centering constant can be given in explicit form.

The optimal score function contains an unknown auxiliary nuisance matrix B. In contrast to the

estimator of Stefanski et al. (1986) estimation of B has in our case asymptotically no effect on the

distribution of the estimator. Two examples using logistic regression are discussed in detail. It is

shown that robust estimation can identify outliers even in situations where the model is close to

being indeterminate.

Key Words and Phrases: Robust Regression, Bounded Influence, Asymptotic Bias, Generalized

Linear Models, Line.ar Regression, Logistic Regression.
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l.INTRODUCTION

The basic generalized regression model states that given the values of a p-dimensional explana

tory variable 2:, the response y has a distribution function P,(yl2:). We are interested in estimating

the parameter (J from N independent observations (Yh 2:d. In such a general model, M-estimators

are defined implicitly by the equation

N

2:>,b(Yi' 2:i, ON) = O.
i=1

(1.1)

In equation (1.1), (J and t/J have the same dimension. Of course, maximum likelihood estimators

are (non-robust) M-estimators. Assume for the moment that 2: is also a random variable with

distribution function F. In order that ON be consistent, standard theory requires that the estimating

equation (1.1) be unbiased, i.e.,

E,(t/J(y, 2:, 0)) =JJt/J(y,2:,O)P,(dy I2:)F(dz) = 0 for all (J. (1.2)

Requiring (1.2) is the same as saying that t/J is Fisher consistent. Certainly, Fisher consistency

is a minimal requirement, but in linear and generalized linear regression it is too weak and even

somewhat unpalatable because it involves the distribution of the predictors 2:. After all, the 2:i may

not be random variables even. What statisticians do in practice is to condition on the observed

values of :1:. We say that an M-estimator is conditionally Fisher consistent if it satisfies

E,( t/J(y, 2:, (J) I 2:) =JJt/J(y, 2:, (J)P,(dy I 2:) = 0 for all (J and z. (1.3)

In linear and generalized linear regression, maximum likelihood estimators are conditionally Fisher

consistent whenever the distribution of 2: does not depend on 9.

Conditiunal Fisher consistency is an appealing concept because it does not depend on the :I: 's

being random and, even if they are, it does not involve the distribution of the z's. This does not

mean that the properties of conditionally Fisher consistent M-estimators are independent of the

design of course; just remember the formula for the covariance of least squares estimates. Similarly

t.he influence function and the sensitivity to be defined below will also depend on the design.

In the linear model with syllunetric errors, essentially all M-estimators in the literature (in

cluding least squares) satisfy (1.3). However, as we show in sectiun 2, t.here are some bounded

inJluence M-estimators which are not conditionally Fisher consistent when the errors are asym

metric. This is particularly true of the class popularly known as Schweppe-type estimators. The
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Mallows-type estimates, including ordinary M-estimators, are Fisher consistent. For the definition

of t.hese two types, see Krasker and Welsch (1982) or Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw and Stahel

(1986, Pl'. 315-316).

In generalized linear models, it is also possible to define Schweppe- and Mallows-type esti

mators, see Stefanski et al. (1986) for the fornler and Pregibon (1981) for the latter (in logistic

regression). The optimal robust estimators of Stefanski et al. (1986) are not conditionally Fisher

consistent, although they do satisfy (1.2). These estimators are difficult to compute, and even when

computable their asymptotic distributions are very difficult to understand because of a dependence

upon an auxilliary nuisance matrix B. In sections 3 and 4, we study optimal robust conditionally

Fisher consistent estimates for generalized linear models. There is a practical payoff to restriction

on this narrower class. In contrast to the estimates of Stefanski et al. (1986), our estimates are

relatively easy to compute and the asymptotic distribution theory is straightforward. In section 5,

we apply our methods to two data sets involving logistic regression.

We now review some general results and definitions from robust statistics, see Hampel et al.

(1986). The influence function of an M-estimator is

IC",(y,~,9) = D(T/J,9)-1T/J(y,~,9)j

D(T/J,9) =- :f3!! T/J(y,~,f3)P,(dy I ~)F(d~)ItJ="

(1AJ

(1.5)

The influence function measures the effect of an infiniteshnal contamination at (y, z) stan

dardized by the mass of the contamination. It thus gives an approximation to the effect of the

inclusion or deletion of a single observation. Moreover it gives the asymptotic covariance matrix.

Under regularity conditions, N 1j2(9N - 9) is asymptotically nornlally distributed with mean zero

and covariance matrix V(V,,9), also written V( T/J),

where

lV(T/J,9) = E,[T/J(y,~,9)T/J(y, z,9)TJ. (1.i)

The main idea of bowlded influence estimation is to define a bound on the influence function (104),

aIHI then fUld an estimator which has small variance subject to a chosen bound. The usual oper

ational difficulty is that the influence fWlction is a vector, and we need to reduce this to a scalar
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measure. This scalar is called the sensititlity of the influence function. This problem is not too

different from what happens with regression diagnostics. For example, consider case deletion diag

nostics, where we try to understand the effect of deleting an observation on the parameter estimates.

Changes in parameter estimates are necessarily p-dimensiona1. The beauty of a diagnostic such as

Cook's distance (Cook and Weisberg, 1982) is that the p-dimensional change in the parameters is

sumlllarized by a scalar. The same issue arises in bounded influence regression, and as in deletion

diagnostics we have to decide upon a swmnary measure. Just as we can define diagnostics such

as Cook's distance or DFFITS, we can define different methods of measuring the sensitivity of the

influence function. The most conunon method, used with success by Krasker and Welsch (1982),

is the self-standardized sensitivity defined as

(1.8)

Tlus defmition of sensitivity measures the maximal influence an observation can have on a linear

combination of parameters, with a standardization by the asymptotic standard deviation of this

linear combination. Integrating (1.8) and taking the trace shows that "(,,,)2 2: p. Other measures

of sensitivity are considered by Hampel et al. (1986,p.317) and Giltinan et a1. (1986). For example,

the latter authors consider bounding the influence on predicted values rather than on the parameter

estimates. The estimators resulting from the definition of sensitivity used by Giltinan et al. (1986)

tend to downweight suspect observations much more severely than do those considered here.

A referee has raised the question about the meaning of the parameter (} if deviations from the

model are considered. For instance in logistic regression one cannot have errors with fatter tails,

but this is not the only deviation robustness protects for. Whenever the true distribution is a small

deviation from the parametric model with (J = (Jo, then the robust estimator is asymptotically

close to that value (Jo. We lllay consider for instance a gross error model with the amount of

contamination depending on the regressor ;r: : The conditional distribution of y given ;r: is PII ( dy I :r)

with probability 1 - c:(;e) and arbitrary with probability c:(;e). This is a slllall deviat.ion if the total

proportion of contanunation E[c:(;e)J is small. It makes sense also for logistic regression and the

meaning of the parameter is clear here.

A somewhat different concept is the requirement that the estimators should not change much

if a few observations are included or deleted. This is clearly desirable for any t.ype of data analysis.

Decause of t.he interpretation of the influence function given above, our robust estimators should

be less affected by the inclusion or deletion of a few observations than the classical ones.
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2. LINF.AR REGRESSION WIlli ASYMMETRIC ERRORS

The purpose of this section is to show that the differences between (1.2) and

(1.3) are relevant also in linear regression if the errors are not symmetric. write

9T = (9 0 ,9 'f! and consider the model

Yi = 00 + X~01 + U i . (2. 1)

where {Ui} are independent and identically distributcd with common dcnsity g

Imving no point of symmetry. The usual design matrix is assumed to bc of full

rank. The vector 91 is of length (p-l). The most important proposals for

M-estimators in linear regression are thc M3llows and Schwcppe tYges

T T T
~ (y.x.O) = w(x) ~(Y-Oo-X 01) (]x ) ;

~ (y.x.O) = w(x) ~«Y-Oo-xT61) / w(x»(l xT)T.

Here w(x) is a scalar weight function and ~ is a scalar function.

(2.2)

(2.3)

Wi thout

additional a~sumptions on g. 90 is not identifiable. but the following result

gives conditions for consistency of 9 1 , For related results. see Carroll (1979).

TIfEOREM 2.1

i) For the Mallows-form (2.2). there is a constant T such that

~(y.x.90+T.el ) satisfies (1.3).

ii) If the X. are symmetrically distributed wi th center c € IR P - l
and if w(x-c):1

W(-X+C) , then there is a cons tan t T such that for the Schweppe form (2.3)

~(y.x.eo+T.91) satisfies (1.2), but in general not (1.3).

- 5 -



PROOF: i) is obvious by defining T as the solution of I ~(u-T)g(u)du = O. In

case ii) define T as the solution of

II w(x) ~«U-T)/W(X» g(u) F(dx)du =O.

This is just (1.2) for the first component of~. For the other components we

observe that

II x j w(x) ~«U-T)/W(X» g(u) F(dx)du =

II(x.-c.)w(x) ~«U-T)/W(X» g(u) F(dx)du = 0
J J

by symmetry. so (1.2) holds. Equation (1.3) does not hold in general. because the

solution T of

I ~«U-T)/W(X» g(u)du =0

depends in most cases on x. o

Thus. the Mallows form has the advantage of being a conditionally unbiased

estinoting equation even when the (X.) or (D.) are not symmetrically distributed.
1 1

. - 6 -



3. GENERALIZED LINEAR MODELS

We consider a generalized linear rrodel with canonical link function

pO(dYlx) =exp{y xTS - G(xTS) - S(y)} ~(dy) , (3.1)

see M:::Cullagh & Nelder (1983). If g is the derivative of G, the likeli..ho::rl score functior
is T

e(y.x.e) = (y-g(x S)}x. (3.2)

Note that (3.2) satisfies (1.3). so that the score is conditionally unbiased.

Because e is proportional to x. the influence is unbounded, i.e .. see) =~.

We are looking here for M-estimators satisfying (1.3) and s(~) ~ b which

minimize V(~) in some sense. M:>tivated by a general principle for constructing

optimal robust estimators satisfying (1.2) (Hampel et al. (1986), section 4.3a),

we consider the following score function:

where

and

1

I I T -1 2
~cond(y,x.e.B} =d(y.x.e,B} wb( d(y.x.e,B) (x B x) ) x.

1

d(y.x.e.B) =y-g(xTe} - c(xTe. b/(xT B-1x}2)

wb(a) = ~(a)/a.

(3.3)

where ~ is the Huber function Rhea) = max(-b,min(a,b» •

We work within the context of the Schweppe-type, although related results are

obtainable for the Mal lows- type as in Stefanski et al (19S6). The IT'ajor difference

is tlla t wb in (3. 3) ·...culd factor into boo parts. The first de!.Jeflds only on x and is of

T -1 1/2the form w1«x D x) ). The other depends only on

d(y.x.O) =y - g(xTO) - c(xTS.b/(xTB- 1x)1/2)

and is of the form w2( /d(y.x.O)I).

The scalar function c and thellQtrix B in (3.3) wi 11 be chosen so that the side
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conditions (1.3) and s(~ d) = b are satisfied.con
Dy the definition of ~cond'

(1.3) holds if and only if for all ~ and all a > O.

f(y-g(~)-c(~.a» w (ly-g(~)-c(~.a)l)exp(y ~-G(~)-S(y» ~(dy) =O.a

First we discuss the existence of a solution to (3.4).

LEMMA 3.1 For any a > 0 and~. there is a solution c =c(~.a) to (3.4).

(3.4)

PROOF: For fixed y. ~. a. the function

c ~ (y - g(~) - c) w (Iy - g(~) - cl)a

is continuous. bounded and monotone nonincreasing with limits ± a. Hence the

existence follows from dominated convergence.and the intermediate value theorem.

o

A practical advantage here is that often the function c can be calculated in

closed form. This is particularly irnp:>rtant canpare:i to the opt1rnal 1P satisfying (1. 2) ,

where c is a vector (depending only on 8) whose computation is quite difficult.

see Stefanski. et. al (1986). Section 2.4. Here are two examples where c(~.a} can

be calculated explicitly.

Example 3.1 : Logistic Regression Here ~ puts equal mass at 0 and 1. S(y}=O. and

G(~} = log(l + exp(~)}. Write p = exp(~)/(l + e~~(~» and q = l-p. It is easily

checked th':it

satisfies (3.4).

{

ap/q - p

c(~.a) = q - aq/p

o

if ~ < 0 and a < q

if ~ > 0 and a < p

otherwise

Example 3.2 : Negative EKronential Regression Here ~ is Lebesgue-measure on

[O.CD). G(~) =-l0g(-B), S!y) = 0 and ~ < O. Two cases occur. If the bound is

large, the Huberization in ~cond is one-sided (for large y's only) 7

- 8 -



case

whereas for small a's both large and small y's will be Euberized. It can be

checked by straightforward calculations that the cutting point between the two

cases is given by the equation e
zpa = I + ~a. so that ~a ~ - 0.797. In the former

case c(~.a) = _~-l times the smaller solution of exp(x+~a-l) = x and in the latter

c(~.a) = _~-l(l + log(~a/(exp(~a) - exp(-~a»».

l\lrIl now to the umtrix B. We note first that the estimator is conditionally Fisher

consistent and has bounded influence for any choice of B. However if we want s( V'conJ) =
(', B will depend on both the design amI O. In linear regression B depends on the design

but not on fJ. It follows from the definition of V.'cond, that s( V.'cond) =6 provided

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) is used to define B = B(O,F). Because S(t{1)2 2: p a necessary condition

for (3.5) to have a solution is 62 2: p, but. we do not know if it is also sufficient.

The estimat.ors we have defined are intuitively appealing because they downweight

observations according to their leverage and "outlyingness".. It is reasonable to ask if

they satisfy any optimalit.y criterion. The discussion of optimality within a bounded

influence class started with Krasker and Welsch (1982), but the results of Ruppert (1985)

suggest that there is no estimator which has uniformly smallest covariance subject to a

bound on the influence. The best known optimality result seems to be that. of Stefanski, et.

a1. (1986). It is not completely satisfactory because the criterion to be minimized depends

already on the solution. Nevert.heless it implies that. no other est.imator satisfying the

same bound on s (1/1) can have a uniformly smaller covariance. \Ve can achieve the same

optimality result within the class of conditionaUy Fisher consistent. estimates. We stat.e this

in t.he following t.heorem.

THEOREM 3.1: Suppose that for a given 6, (3.5) has a solution B(O). Then

V'c,md minimizes trace (ll'(V,)V(t{1cond)-l) among aU V' which satis(y both (1.3) and

- 9 -



TIleorem 3.1 is a corollary of the following an."l1ogy to Theorem 1 of

Stefanski et al. (I9S6). Note that Theorem 3.2 below also applies to any kind of

model with eA~l3natoIY variables.

TIIF.DREM 3.2

function

Let t(y,x,e) be the likelihood score function. Define the score

-Ji d(y,x.O} = (t-c)min (l.b /((e_c)TB-l(e_c}}1/2).
con

where c = c(x.O) and B = B(O) are assumed to exist and ~atisfy

(3.6)

TIlen (3.6) minimizes

E(-Ji d(y,x,O}lx}) = 0con
T

E{-Ji d(y,x.e) -Ji d(y,x,O)} = B.con con

tr(V(-Ji)V(~ d)-I) among all -Ji satisfying (1.3) andcon

-1 2
sup IC-Ji V(-Jicond ) IC-Ji ~ b .

(y,x)

With the exception of multiplication by ~ constant matrix, ~cond is unique almost

surely.

PROOF OF llfEOR.EH 3.2 The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem in

Stefanski et al. (1986), on~e one notes that for any conditionally unbiased score

function ~, E[c(x,e)~(y,x,e)]= E[c(x,e) E(~(y,x,6) Ix)] = 0 . o

The computational simplicity of the conditional Fisher consistent

estimator is not particular to the canonical model (3.1). For

instance, consider a generalized linear model with

arbitrary link function h, Le. xTe in (3.1) is replaced by h(xTS> . Then we

have to replace in (3.3) d(y,x,e,B) by

h'(xTS){y - g(h(xTS» - c(h(xTS),b/«xTB- 1x}1/2 I hl(xTS}I»},

where c(~,a) is still defined by (3.4).

- 10 -



In applications. the distribution F of the {Xi} is unknown. It is common to

replace F by its empirical distribution. From (3.3) and (3.5). this means that we

solve

N A A

I ~cond(Yi,xi.8N.BN) = O.
i=l

-1 N T TAT A_I 1/2
N I XiY.i v(x i 8N. b/(xi BN xi) ) = BN,

i=1

where

v(~.a) = J(y-g(~)-c(~.a»2 w2(y,~.a)exp(y~-G(~)-S(Y» ~(dy),

w(y,B,a) = min(l,a/ly-gCB)-cCB,a) I)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

In many applications. improved protection against outliers through higher

breakdown points can be achieved by the use of redescending .p functions. see

Rousseeuw (1994). In equations (3.3), (3.1) and (3.10) the Huber function lib

could be replaced by any of the redescenders such as Ibmpel's three p::l.rt function

or the Tukey biweight. The calculation of c(fJ,a) is of the same complexi ty as

with the Huber function. The breakdown properties and efficiency of

such estimates remain to be studied.

- 11 -



'1 . TIlE EFFF..cr OF ESTIMATING TIlE MATRIX B

In the last section we derived the estimator defined by (3.7}-(3.B) as an

approximation to the optimal estimator which uses ~ d(y,x,O,B(S}}.con
We may

consider (3.7) and (3.B) as an M-estimator for both S and a nuisance parameter B.

The ~-function defining this M-estimator is

T T T
(~cond(y,x.S.B) , ~(x.S,B}) where

~(x.e.B) = x x T v(xTe, b/(x'18- l x}1/2} - B.

The influence function of this estimator is (compare (1.4) and (I.S})

Ie", x(y.x.e.B) = 0". (ef1(~ d(y.x.e,B)T. ~(x.e.B)T)T,
~, ~.x con

where

(4. I)

-:A E.[~COnd(Y'X .•.A)]IA=B(.J

-:A Ee [~(x.e.A)] IA=B(O)

(4.2)

By the definition of ~ d and c(~.a} in (3.3) and (3.4), ~ d(y.x,e,A} satisfiescon con

(l.3) for arbitrary A. Hence, EO[~ d(y.x.e,A)] = 0 for all A andcon
the upper

This means that the 0 part of the influence functionright block of ~,. is zero.
~·X

for (3.7) and {3.B} is equal to

8
{- - Ee[~ d{y·x.~.B}]

8(3 con
-1I } ~ d{y·x.O.B}.

(3=O con
{'t.3}

On the other hand. the influence function for the optimal ~O{y.x,O) =

~ d{y.x,O,B{O» is also equal to ('t.3) because,by the same argument.con

- 12 -



D", (O)
o

= - ~ EO['" d(y.x.P.ll)] I - ~ EO['" d(y·x.P.A}] I ~(O)
ao con 0=0 aA con A=B ao

= - ~ Ea [", d(y·x.O.B)] I
ap con 0=0

We have thus shown

TIIEOREH 4.1 : The a part of the influence function in the case that 0 and II are

simultaneously estimated by (3.7) and (3.B) is the same as the influence function

ljI _~ (y ,x,S ,B(S» . As a consequence, the asynptotic covariance matrix of
C':>IU

in the case that a alone is estimated using the optimal

is

=

the sarre in both cases.

REMARKS :

~ T,
i) aN and ~ are not asymptotically independent: Ea["'cond X ] =0 by (1.3), but

:0 Ea[x(x.O,B)]/o=a # 0 in general.

ii) Because in linear regression with symmetric errors X does not depend on a, an

analogue to Theorem 4.1 is obvious. In addition, estimation of the scale of the

errors does not change the asymptotic covariance either, and eN is asymptotically

independent of all nuisance parameters.

iii) From the finite sample interpretation of the influence function, (4.3) means

the following:
~

to the first order of approximation the change in aN caused by

addin& or deleting an observation at (x.y) is

1. e. the change in

a ~ )-1 ~ A

-- EaA [", d(y·X.P.ll~) IX']lfJ-a~ '" d(y,x.a~.B~).8P N con 1 11 1 - N con 11 11

~

BN has approximately no effect on the change in ON . In this

sense the estirro.tor (3.7)-(3.8) is reasonably stable.

(iv) For the Fisher-consistent estirro.tor (2.12)-(2.13) of Stefanski. et al.

(1986). there is no :lJ');),logue of TIleorem 4.1. The 0 p::1rt of the influence function

is in general a linear combination of "'BI' EO["'BI I x] and EO["'BI"'llIT[x]-n because

all blocks in D are- in general different from zero.

- 13 -



(v) As both referees have pointed out, estimation of B makes no difference to asympt.otic

argumcnts, but almost certainly will have some effects in small samplcs. The analogue to

ordinary M-estimation in linear regression is the problem of simultaneous estimation of scale,

say by MAD or Proposal 2, which does have some effect on small samplc properties. One

way to investigate this di.fference, at least in principle, is through the use of second order

expansions. Such expansions are extremely tedious even for trying to understand the effcct

of scale in linear regression, and they are likely to be prohibitively difficult and complex for

understanding the effect of estimating B. We even doubt if formal second order expansion

gives a much better approximation to the small sample effects. Small sample asympt.otics

(see Hampel et al., 1986, Sec. 8.5) looks more promising, but it is even harder. In any cas~_

Theorem 4.1 suggests that the small sample effect of estimating B will be smaller for our

estimator than for the one studied by Stefanski et al. (1986). In the Example 5.2 below we

cltcck how good the approximation described in Remark iii) is in practice.

5. EXAMPLES

To illustrate our estimators we consider two examples of logistic regression which

have appeared elsewhere ~ the context of robust regression; see Pregibon (1981,1982) and

Stefanski et al. (1986). Both data sets are difiicult because they contain outliers and without

these outliers they are rather close to indeterminacy. The first example is part.icularly

extreme whereas in the second it is still possible to fit a meaningful model.

Example 5.1: Skin Vaso-Constriction Data (Pregibon, 1981 and 1982).

These data consist of 39 observations on three variables, the occurrence of vaso

constriction in the skin of the digits and the rate and volume of air inspired. The model t.o

be fit regresses the occurrence of vaso-constriction on the logarithms of t.he remaining two

variables. In our work we took Rate 32 = 0.30, see Pregibon (1981).

Pregibon (1981) established that observations #4 and #18 are enormously inlluential

in determining the maximwn likelihood fit. It is not as evident from his analysis that. wit.hout.

t.hese t.wo observat.ions the model is nearly indeterminat.e, i.e. almost perfect. discrimination

is possible or, in other words, the data are very close to being nonoverlapping (Sant.ner and

Duffy, 1986); and any estimation procedure will necessarily reflect. this near indet.erminacy

through the estimated standard errors. In such a situation we cannot expcct. any estimator,

robust or otherwise, to produce a completely satisfactory model (for none exists) and t.he

main advantage of a robust procedure lies in its diagnostic capabilities. The situation is

similar to one which occurs in linear regression when the X' X matrix approaches singularity

upon the removal of one (or a few) observations, see for example Draper and Smith (1981,
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p. 258) or Chatterjee and Hadi (1986, Fig. 2). Although the data al1nlys(. should be

aware of these points, he cannot hope to obtain meaningful parameter estimates under

these circumstances; this fact would be reflected by dramatic increases in standard errors

when these points are downweighted or removed.

Table 1 contains parameter estimates, estimated standard errors, and weights for three

robust fits, two using the Huber weight function with choices of bp-~ equal to 3.; and

3.2; and a "biased" analysis performed using the Huber weight function with bp-~ = 3.;

and setting c({3, a) =o. Results from the maximwn likelihood fit are given also. When we

at.tempt.ed a fit using the Hampel function, observations 4 and 18 were iuunediately assigned

zero weight and computational difficulties arose as a consequence of the near indeterminacy.

Three COlmllents are worth making. First, as b increases the weights assigned

observations 4 and 18 decrease rapidly, clearly indicating their anomolous nature. This

fact would also manifest itself in a simple residual plot, see Stefanski et al. (1986). All other

observations received weight one in all cases. Second, the estimated standard errors inrrease

significantly as observations 4 and 18 are downweighted. Although some loss of efficiency

is to be expected with the use of robust methods, the sizeable increase in standard errors

for these data reflects the problem with indeterminacy mentioned above. Finally the choice

of b is quite crucial, but tlus is not surprising in view of the particular nature of the data.

The biased estimator with c == 0 seems to be more robust than the conditional unbiased

one with the sanle b. We have no explanation for this.

Example 5.2: Food Stamp Data (Stefanski et al., 1986).

For these data the response indicates participation in the Federal Food Stroup program

and the predictor variables employed include two dichotomous variables, tenancy and

supplemental income, roul a logaritluwc transformation of monthly income, log(monthly

income +1). The data consist of observations on 150 persons of which 24 participated in

the program.

Table 2 displays results from a number of robust fits as well as for maximum likelihood

estimation. In computing the Hronpel estimator a concession was made for computational

convenience; rather than solving (3.4) to define c({3, a) we chose to use the sroue formula as

in Example 3.1. The conclusions drawn by Stefanski et a1. (1986) apply equally well to the

estimators here. The two observations #5 and #66 are most influent.ial for the maximum

likelihood estimator. As b decreases, these observations are dowllweight.ed. This resuU.s in

an increase in perceived significance of the monthly income accompanied by a derrease of

the importance of supplemental income. Besides these two outliers, there are seven other

atypical observations which are downweighted, but to a smaller extent.
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Unlike in the previous example the estimated standard errors remain relatively stahle

suggesting a greater degree of overlap (Santner and Duffy, 1986) in the dat.a. However a

closer look shows that there are only six persons with tenancy participating in the footstamp

program. Once these are eliminated the parameter for tenancy cannot be estimated any

more. Moreover without tenancy as a predictor the data become completely separated after

elimination of 17 observations. All the nine downweighted observations belong to this group,

so any reasonahle estimator has to use these outliers to some extent.

In Tahle 3 we give the changes in the estimates due to deletion of observation #5 or

#66 and compare it with the change predicted by the influence function. Although we used

a rohust. estimator the changes are rather big. This is due to the pecularit.y of t.he dat.a set

mentioned above. SHll the changes are much smaller than for the MLE. For inst.ance, if

observation #5 is deleted, the MLE for the coefficient oflog (monthly income +1) changes

hy 0.73 compared to 0.26 with our estimator. For B kept constant the predictions by the

influence function are excellent. By the results of Section 4 the influence function predicts

no effect of reestimating B. In this example this is not quite true, hut. as a first order

approximation it is acceptable, in particular because the effective sanlple size is mayhe not

150 but between 17 and 150.

Our estimators are suitable for inferences based on the majority of the data. Moreover

they can also be used as a diagnostic with the following strategy suggested by the examples.

Choose a rather large b (say b = 5pt) and decrease it (for instance in steps by O.Spt).

Looking at the weights allows one to identify outliers. At the same time it should be checked

how close the data are to indeterminacy, a possible indication being how fast the estimated

standard errors change, but it would be interesting to have other criteria. In Utis way

one can either fit a meaningful model to the good observations or identify the data set as

problematic.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Conditionally unbiased score functions are appealing because

their definition does not depend on the distribution of the predictors.

In the context of robustness, there is an optimality theory for this

class analogous to that already developed for unconditionally unbiased

score functions. The optimal estimator depends on the unknown distri

bution of the predictors and one has therefore to estimate a matrix

B . However, consistency holds for any B and asymptotically the un

certainty about B does not matter. In addition, conditionally un

biased score functions are often far easier to define. Although ignoring

the bias and setting c = 0 turned out not to matter much in the

examples considered, one can construct situations where this bias is

large. With our estimator, we avoid this problem with little additional

complexity.
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Table 1

Maximum likelihood and robust estimators for the skin vaso-constriction data.
For selected observations, the weights w

b
in equation (3.3) are computed.

Huber Huber Huber
:1LE c(P .a)=O Conditional Conditional

b=3.7 pl/2
Unbiased Unbiased

b = 00 b=3. 7pl/2 b=3.2 pl/2

Intercept -2.92 -5.71 -2.98 -6.41
( 1. 29) (2.45) (1. 35) (2.84 )

log(volume) 5.22 9.13 5.27 9.98
(1.93) (3.73) (1. 93) (4.38)

log(rate) 4.63 8.09 4.67 8.85
(1. 79) (3.31 ) (1. 86) (3.82)

Weights
~4 0.38 >.80 0.25
~18 0.44 >.80 0.29



Table 2

Maximum likelihood and robust estimators for the food stamp data. For
selected observations, the weights wb in equation (3.3) are computed.

Huber Huber Huber Hampel
MLE c(fJ,a)=O Condi tional Condi tional Condl tional

Unbiased Unbiased Unbiased

b=co b=3.Spl/2 b=3.Spl/2 b=2. 75pl/2 1/2
bends at(3,7,16)9

Intercept 0.93 4.26 4.51 5.49 6.00
(1.62) (2.55) (2.54) (2.66) (2.76)

Tenancy -1.85 -1.85 -1.78 -1.76 -1.80
( .53) ( .54) ( .54) (.51 ) ( .54)

Supplemental
Income 0.90 0.75 0.74 0.62 0.70

( .50) ( .52) (.51 ) ( .52) ( .52)

Log(l+MI),
MI=Monthly

Income -0.33 -0.89 -0.93 -1.10 -1.18
( .27) ( .43) ( .43) ( .45) ( .47)

Weights
:15 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.0
1*66 0.76 0.60 0.41 0.54



Table 3

Effect of deletion of selected observations in the food stamp data:
Changes in the estimates divided by the est.imated standard deviations.
Conditional unbiased, Huber type, b = 2.75pl/2.

a) Deletion of No. 5

B constant B reestimated Approximation by the
influence function

intercept 0.48 0.61 0.47

tenancy -0.05 -0.04 -0.04

5uppl. income -0.08 -0.06 -0.08

log (l+monthly -0.51 -0.62 -0.47
income)

b) Deletion of No. 66

B constant B reestimated
Approximation by the
influence function

intercept 0.37 0.65 0.32

tenancy 0.26 0.29 0.24

5uppl. income 0.05 -0.10 0.05

log (l+monthly -0.40 -0.67 -0.33income)


